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WINDOW LIFT FRAMELESS DOORS



BREMBO FOUR POINT BRAKE SYSTEM













Company details:
PEUGEOT MOTOR COMPANY PLC.
ALDERMOOR HOUSE. PO BOX 227. ALDERMOOR LANE. COVENTRY CV3 1LT.



THE PEUGEOT 406 COUPE
Logo:

(TECHNICALLY SPEAKING. ITS BEAUTIFUL TOO.)
Marque:

Dear Driver.

Every picture tells a story.

Take a glance at any photo of the Peugeot 406 Coupe and ifs easy to see why Autocar have called it .....the best looking car in the
world". (15.10.97)Effortlessly sculpted lines. a classically uncluttered face. those broad sweeping headlights ... every inch of the
car's design combines to give the Coupe a road presence second to none.

But to describe the 406 Coupe as merely stunning would only be telling half the story.

Look beyond the aesthetic and the Coupe's real beauty shines through. Every detail has been conceived, developed and refined
to offer both driver and passenger a driving experience like no other. Ifs a passion that drives every designer, engineer and
technician involved in the Coups's creation - to quote Managing Director and General Manager of Industrie Pininfarina s.p.a ..
Andrea Pininfarina: "Such a car is not designed or engineered in broad brush strokes. Each detail adds to the overall whole - as
though the car is engineered from the inside out."

Ifs through these details, from the specially crafted windows to the racing style seats - that the Coupe reveals itself as the rarest
of cars - a seamless combination of design and engineering, of elegance and performance. Yet perhaps the most impressive
detail of all is the price tag: you can now enjoy life with this most accomplished of machines from just £292.03 a month'.
(Exclusive offer to recipients of this mailing. available only on production of this letter.)

Take a closer look

Getting closer to a Coupe is simple. You can contact your nearest Peugeot dealer - they'll be happy to show you round the car or
arrange a test drive. Or you can call 0345 56 55 56 and we'll send you a free Coupe information pack or organise a test drive for
you. And if you' d like to know the location of your nearest Peugeot dealer - or anything else about the Coupe - take the time to
visit our website: (www.peugeot.co.uk).

In the meantime. enjoy the enclosed brochure - and I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely. -
Bill Sullivan,
Manager of Customer Information

• For full details please see overleaf.




